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Chapter 1  

 

Cooperative Ligands in Homogeneous Catalysis 

 

1.1 Introduction 

Chemistry plays a central role in supporting the development of human society. Food production, 

development of new medicines and oil refining to supply fuels are available to society thanks to 

modern chemical industry. Catalysis is at the heart of chemical production processes, and serves to 

provide economic, “green” and efficient pathways for otherwise highly energy-consuming, 

environmentally-hazardous or even inaccessible routes. The pursuit of new and more efficient 

catalysts has thus been a key focus of chemical research.1 It is especially urgent today to develop more 

efficient chemical processes based on new catalysis, as the whole world is facing predictable problems 

associated with rapid population growth, severe environmental pollution and depletion of fossil fuels. 

Homogeneous catalysis, an important branch of catalysis, generally involves uniform and well-defined 

chemical intermediates that are suitable for (mechanistic) studies with a variety of characterization 

techniques. It is well-known that organic ligands, which support homogeneous metal catalysts during 

the reactions, play a vital role in determining the activity and selectivity of the catalyst through their 

unique electronic and steric effects. Tremendous efforts have been put into the development of new 

metal catalysts by (rational) ligand design, conventionally through direct modification of their 

electronic and steric effects. In these man-made catalysts, the ligands mostly act as spectator ligands 

during catalytic processes and solely the metal interacts with the substrates. In contrast, ligands 

(cofactors) of metalloenzyme active sites of some natural enzymes2 such as Galactose Oxidase 

(GOase)3 and hydrogenases4 have been found to directly interact with the substrates, cooperating 

with the metals in substrate activation.5 The metal-ligand cooperativity/bifunctionality provides new 

reaction pathways for catalysis by reducing the entropic penalty associated with substrate 

preorganization or by avoiding unfavorable high-energy intermediates that require, for example, 

vacant coordination sites or oxidation state changes at the metal. The development of metal-ligand 

cooperative catalysts has been a hot topic in recent chemical research.6 

Numerous metal-ligand cooperative organometallic complexes have been developed in the past few 

decades for a variety of substrate activation and catalytic reactions, especially in (de)hydrogenation 

related reactions. In most cases, the cooperative organic ligands function as internal (Brønsted) bases 

in assistance to the metals acting as (Lewis) acids for Y–H bond activations (Y = H, O, N, C, S, …). 

Examples of metal-ligand cooperativity that extend beyond substrate activation via a Lewis acidic 

metal and Brønsted basic ligand site are far less common. Limited metal complexes bearing redox-

active ligands showing radical-type reactivity for H-atom abstraction are known.7 A much less-

developed cooperative ligand type is that which involves electrophilic activity for reversible storage of 

hydride (or nucleophiles).8 This is in contrast to the fact that nature usually uses regenerable organic 

hydride cofactors for unsaturated bond reductions, such as NADH/NADPH (dihydronicotinamide 

adenine dinucleotide (phosphate)).9 Other types of ligand-cooperativity involve simultaneous binding 
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of the substrate to a vacant metal site and to a hydrogen-bond donor or acceptor, which are less 

explored and will not be discussed in this introduction.10 

The aim of this chapter is to give an overview of metal-ligand-cooperativity in (de)hydrogenation-

related substrate activation and related catalysis, showing the most representative and outstanding 

examples. Previous studies of cooperative ligand behavior of sec-aminomethylpyridine-based 

rhodium/iridium complexes in this lab, which have been instrumental to develop a new ligand-

cooperativity concept in this thesis, will also be introduced. Other catalytic reactions involving carbon 

monoxide, i.e. catalytic ketene synthesis from carbenes and hydroformylation, for which the rhodium 

complexes based on the new ligand scaffold described in this thesis show interesting catalytic 

potential, are also briefly discussed. 

 

1.2 Ligand-cooperativity in bifunctional metal-ligand complexes for (de)hydrogenation-related 

substrate activation and catalysis 

In this section, the cooperative ligands are classified according to their reaction pattern in the 

cooperative substrate activation step, associated with the nature of the hydrogen element being 

either a proton (H+), hydrogen atom (H) or hydride (H–). In other words, (1) the ligand can act as an 

internal Brønsted base/acid to abstract or release H+ in the key cooperative substrate activation step, 

(2) the ligands can show radical reactivity to abstract/release H, and (3) the ligand can 

abstract/release a hydride (H–). Other type of ligand cooperativities and those not associated with 

(de)hydrogenation reactions will not be discussed here. 

1.2.1 Ligands functioning as an internal (Brønsted) base/acid 

This type of ligands has a basic/acidic site incorporated close to a (usually electrophilic) metal center, 

and the two sites cooperate in heterolytic splitting of Y–H bonds of the substrate. Often a basic ligand 

site accepts a proton from the (pre-coordinated) Y–H moiety and subsequently gets deprotonated by 

another intermediate or agent to restore the ligand basicity. These ligands are roughly divided into 

two sub-classes. In sub-class type I the ligands act as a proton-relay to assist reactions proceeding via 

outer-sphere mechanisms, while in sub-class type II the ligand-assisted proton relay facilitates 

reactions proceeding via inner-sphere mechanisms. 

1.2.1.1 Type I: Ligands acting as proton relay to facilitate reactions following outer-sphere 

mechanisms 

The most prominent examples in this field are the ruthenium diamine complexes 1 developed by 

Noyori and coworkers for asymmetric transfer hydrogenation (TH) of ketones and imines.11 Based on 

detailed structural analysis of the catalytic intermediates,11c kinetic studies11c and isotope labelling 

experiments11h and supported by DFT calculations,11g a mechanism involving Ru-amido cooperative 

interplay for substrate (de)hydrogenation was proposed (Figure 1). In a typical six-membered 

pericyclic transition state (TS) for ketone hydrogenation, a proton is transferred from the nitrogen 

atom of the ligand to the oxygen atom of the ketone, in concert with hydride transfer from the metal 

to the carbonyl carbon atom. The dehydrogenation of the hydrogen-donor, such as isopropanol11a and 

formic acid,11e proceeds via the opposite pathway in a similar manner. A diamine diphosphine (BINAP) 

Ru catalyst system 2 was developed by the same group for asymmetric hydrogenation of ketones, 
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showing extremely high TONs (up to 2.400.000), activity and enantioselectivity.12 The highly ordered 

transition states are believed to be the origin of the high enantioselectivities of these reactions. A 

characteristic aspect of this mechanism is that the carbonyl substrate does not interact directly with 

the metal center, but interacts in the second coordination sphere of the complex. This mechanism is 

defined as “outer-sphere”, different from classical aluminum mediated Meerwein–Ponndorf–Verley 

(MPV) reductions,13 where the carbonyl group is directly activated by coordinating to the metal, or 

normal “inner-sphere” mechanisms involving carbonyl group insertion into a metal-hydride bond.14  

 

Figure 1. Left: Catalytic cycle of TH of a ketone by isopropanol; right: Typical six-membered pericyclic transition 

state for TH of ketones mediated by Noyori-type transition metal-amido bifunctional complexes.  

 

Numerous other metal complexes applying cooperative ligand amine/amido interconversion for 

catalytic (de)hydrogenation-type reactions via outer-sphere mechanisms have been reported. Early 

examples are Shvo’s Ru complexes (3, Figure 2) which are versatile catalysts for multipurpose 

reactions,15 including TH of ketones with isopropanol. Under thermal conditions, the dimer dissociates 

into catalytically active monomeric species, in which the oxygen atom cooperatively acts as an internal 

base. A rhodium-amido complex (4, Figure 2) developed by Grützmacher and coworkers was found to 

be highly active in dehydrogenative coupling (DC) of primary alcohols with water, methanol and 

amines under relatively mild conditions (Scheme 1).16 Related catalytic methanol dehydrogenation 

into H2 and CO2 in the presence of water was reported with ruthenium complexes based on PNP 

amine/amido ligands (5, Figure 2).17 These catalysts are so powerful that the reaction occurs at 

relatively low temperatures (65–95 °C) with a TOF of 4,700 (per hour) and TONs exceeding 350,000. 

This reaction represents an important step forward in the development of the “methanol economy”.18 

The ruthenium and cobalt complexes based on the same ligand scaffold are also efficient catalysts for 

(de)hydrogenation-related reactions.19 Another interesting example involves formic acid 

dehydrogenation catalyzed by an iridium-bisMETAMORPhos complex, where the nitrogen atom on 

one ligand sidearm facilitates pre-assembly of the HCOOH substrate and functions also as a hydrogen-

bond acceptor to stabilize a six-membered-ring transition state for direct substrate-to-metal hydride 

transfer. The ligand cooperativity is crucial for the activity of the complexes.20 
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Recently some related iron complexes were disclosed by Jones, Schneider and coworkers to be 

excellent catalysts for acceptorless reversible dehydrogenation-hydrogenation of alcohols and 

ketones.21 Iron complexes (6 as an example) based on another amine/amido type PNNP-tetradentate 

ligand scaffold, developed by Morris and coworkers, showed remarkably high activity and 

enantioselectivity for asymmetric transfer hydrogenation of ketones and imines under mild conditions 

(Scheme 2).22 These catalytic reactions serve as nice examples to demonstrate that ligand 

development provides many opportunities to allow replacement of noble metals with earth-abundant 

base metals in important catalytic reactions. 

 

Figure 2. Structures of catalytically active derivatives of selected metal complexes featuring cooperative 

amine/amido-type ligands operating via outer-sphere reaction mechanisms. 

 

 

Scheme 1. Dehydrogenative coupling of alcohols with water, methanol and ammonia catalyzed by complex 4.  

 

 

Scheme 2. Asymmetric TH of ketones (top) and imines (bottom) catalyzed by complex 6.  
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1.2.1.2 Type II: Ligands as proton relay assisting reactions following inner-sphere mechanisms 

Amido and alkoxy-type ligands commonly appear as cooperative ligands in metal catalysts for 

(de)hydrogenation-related reactions. While many were proposed to be involved in outer-sphere 

mechanisms, few were suggested to function as cooperative ligands in reactions proceeding via 

stepwise inner-sphere mechanisms. In many other cases determining the mechanism unequivocally 

proved difficult, as often other mechanisms cannot be conceivably excluded.23 For example, lack of 

proof for persistent coordination-saturation of a species makes it difficult to distinguish outer-sphere 

from inner-sphere mechanisms. Similarly, the presence of functional groups with known cooperative 

patterns does not guarantee the involvement of the cooperative ligand moiety. As such, a number of 

catalysts with ligands bearing NH functionalities have been found to follow non-cooperative pathways 

with the amine groups either acting as spectator ligand,24 or being dissociated from the metal center 

during the reaction of the metal-hydride with substrates.25 More complicated cases are also possible, 

in which different mechanisms coexist and compete with each other, with each pathway exerting 

different effects (i.e. kinetics, (enantio)selectivity, activity) on the reaction. 

A rare example of a reaction involving reduction of ketones following an inner-sphere TH pathway 

but with direct ligand assistance was reported with a ruthenium-acetamido complex 7 (Scheme 3).26 

The complex was fully characterized, including an X-ray diffraction study of a single crystal of 7. 

Complex 7 is an efficient precatalyst for transfer hydrogenation of carbonyl compounds and imines 

with isopropanol at 80 °C. The catalytic reaction starts with dissociation of a PCy3 ligand from 7 to 

create a vacant site (which was indicated by inhibition of added phosphine ligand) for subsequent β-

hydride elimination of the alkoxide to form 7b. The measured inverse kinetic isotope effect (kOH/kOD = 

0.7) suggests that after the coordination replacement of acetone by the ketone substrate, fast but 

reversible proton transfer from the acetimidic acid ligand to the ketone carbonyl oxygen atom and 

rate-determining hydride migration occur sequentially to arrive at the bound reduced product in 

intermediate 7d. This special mechanism is reminiscent of enzyme-catalyzed hydride transfer  

 

 

Scheme 3. Catalytic cycle of TH of ketones with complex 7 following a cooperative inner-sphere mechanism. 
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reactions.27 A related modified Shvo-type complex 8 was able to efficiently catalyze racemization of 

chiral alcohols, which is compatible with an acylating enzyme for dynamic kinetic resolution.28 The  

amino cyclopentadienyl ligand bears a pendant amine group, which functions as a hydrogen-bond 

acceptor in its imine resonance form to bring the alcohol substrate close to the metal center. 

Subsequently, the ligand functions as an internal base to facilitate formation of a metal-alkoxide 

intermediate, which subsequently undergoes reversible hydride-transfer reactions. 

Another highly interesting cooperative ligand system was developed by the group of Milstein, which 

features the 2-(phosphinomethyl)pyridine moiety as the core fragment,29 and this ligand scaffold also 

attracted attention from several other research groups.30,31 The PNN pincer-type complexes are 

capable of catalyzing a variety of hydrogen atom-transfer reactions via reversible ligand methylene 

deprotonation and pyridine dearomatization as the key steps. Complex 9 is highly active and selective 

in catalyzing amide formation from alcohols and primary amines, with liberation of H2 (Scheme 4).28b 

This reaction provides an atom-economic and efficient alternative for traditional amide synthesis. A 

key step of the catalytic cycle (Scheme 5) involves deprotonation of the alcohol OH-group by the basic 

methine carbon atom of the dearomatized ligand of 9 to form an alkoxide intermediate 9a, with 

concomitant aromatization of the ligand pyridine ring. The hemi-labile amine side-arm subsequently 

dissociates to allow an inner-sphere β-hydride elimination step of the alkoxide moiety to produce a 

trans-dihydride intermediate 9b. Reassociation of the amine arm and H2 loss consisting of a methylene 

proton and a metal-hydride regenerates complex 9. The amide product is formed by dehydrogenation 

of the hemi-aminal generated from coupling of the amine and the aldehyde in a similar manner. The 

unique structural feature of these type of ligands endows corresponding transition metal complexes 

with high catalytic efficiency in related reactions, including base metal complexes.32 

 

 

Scheme 4. Amide synthesis from alcohols and amines catalyzed by complex 9. 

 

Scheme 5. Representative steps of alcohol dehydrogenation promoted by metal-ligand cooperativity of complex 

9. 
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1.2.2 Ligands showing radical-type reactivity for H-atom abstraction (HAT) 

Ligands are usually not directly involved in a redox process of “classical” transition metal complexes, 

and typically only oxidation states of the metal centers change. When a ligands is able to participate in 

the redox process, which is known as redox-active ligand,33 new activities of the metal complexes are 

to be expected. Besides those arising from the Lewis acidity change of the metal and “electron-

reservoir” effects offered by the ligand to the metal, a new radical-type reactivity directly endowed to 

the ligand by redox change of the ligand can also be envisioned, which provides another powerful tool 

for ligand cooperativity in substrate activation. Radical type reactivity of redox-active ligands is 

important in many enzymes, with Galactose Oxidase (GCase) being probably the most well-studied 

one.3 In a bio-inspired approach, the development of new catalysts with redox-active ligands is 

attracting more and more attention, and in the last few decades a number of such catalysts have been 

reported.7,33 

Wieghardt and Chaudhuri reported a CuII-thiophenol complex 10 (Scheme 6),7a which can catalyze 

oxidation of primary alcohols into aldehydes in similar manner as the enzyme GOase. In this system 

one aminophenoxyl ligand acts as an internal base for OH deprotonation, while the second equivalent, 

upon oxidation to its oxyl form, is capable of abstracting a α-hydrogen atom from the alcoholate 

ligand in 10a to form intermediate 10b. Rearrangement and oxidation to release H2O2 recovers 10. 

Interestingly, secondary alcohols were oxidized to α,β-diol products, which were proposed to arise 

from intermediate 10d, where two radicaloid-substrates undergo C-C coupling. 

 

 

Scheme 6.  Proposed mechanism for oxidation of alcohols by complex 10. 

 

A related system 11 reported by Grützmacher and coworkers uses iridium as the metal and an 

aminyl radical as the cooperative site.7b Deprotonation of complex 11 followed by one-electron 

oxidation with benzoquinone (BQ) gives formation of the active radical species 11b. Coordination of 

an alcoholate substrate to 11b affords 11c, after which intramolecular HAT from the alcoholate to the 

aminyl-radical ligand occurs to form ketyl-radical species 11d. Subsequently, intermolecular oxidation 
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by SQ·− produces the aldehyde product and regenerates 11. This step contrasts the intramolecular 

manner as found in the oxidation reaction catalyzed by the enzyme GOase, which was indicated by a 

much smaller observed KIE value as compared to that of GOase (kH/kD ≈ 2 for 11, vs 20 for GOase), 

highlighting an intimate metal-ligand cooperative interaction in the natural system.  

 

Scheme 7.  Proposed mechanism for catalytic oxidation of alcohols by complex 11. 

 

1.2.3 Cooperative ligands acting as a hydride shuttle 

In contrast to the prevalence of “proton-responsive” ligands, examples of organic ligands that can 

store or assist direct hydride transfer (or nucleophile transfer) in transition metal catalysis are rare. 

This is not too surprising, as the metals are usually more electrophilic than normal organic ligands and 

therefore preferentially interact with hydrides (or nucleophiles). However, this new cooperative ligand 

concept may actually be of importance by bringing about new patterns for substrate activation and 

consequently could contribute to the development of new chemical transformations. Artificial 

transition metal complexes incorporating such kind of cooperative hydride accepting/delivering 

ligands for catalysis were extremely scarce before the start of the research described in this thesis. 

The number of examples has grown considerably in the last 3–4 years. Current examples can be 

mainly divided into two groups, classified with respect to whether their ligands are incorporated in 

biomimetic hydride donor fragments or in more ‘conventional’ ligand sub-sets, such as boranes and 

imines.  

1.2.3.1 Hydride-shuttling ligands containing biomimetic hydride donors 

Nature frequently uses organic enzyme cofactors, such as NADH/NADPH,9 for unsaturated bond 

reduction, and early cooperative hydride-delivery ligands often involve biomimetic approaches using 

similar or identical moieties based on these well-known organic hydride donors (mostly NADH). In 

2005, Tanaka and coworkers reported ruthenium complex 13 incorporated with a NADH-mimicking 2-

(2-pyridyl)benzo[b]-1.5-naphthyridine (pbn) ligand that could catalytically reduce acetone by direct 

hydride and proton transfer from the ligand, with concomitant formation of the fully aromatized pbn 

ligand shown in 13b.34a The LUMO of complex 13b is mainly ligand based, and the ligand 
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rehydrogenation could be performed electrochemically in the presence of protons (and in later studies 

also photochemically and γ-ray radiolytically34b). This is the first report of a cooperative ligand that can 

directly deliver a hydride to an exogenous substrate.35 The working mode of the ligand is closely 

similar to the NAD+/NADH redox-couple.  

 

Scheme 8. Catalytic reduction of acetone with complex 13. 

 

In 2013, Colbran’s group reported rhodium complex 14 with a pyridine-2-imine ligand containing a 

Hantzsch ester (HE) group tethered to the imine nitrogen. Hantzsh esters are also widely-used NADH 

mimics.36 Complex 14 was applied successfully in efficient TH of imines with formic acid under mild 

conditions.37 In the proposed mechanism (Scheme 9), the reaction starts with β-hydride elimination of 

a coordinated formato ligand to form the rhodium hydride intermediate 14b, after which rapid 

hydride transfer from the metal to the HE group occurs to afford 14c, which was supported by UV-Vis 

spectroelectrochemical analysis. The HE-H moiety in 14c subsequently delivers the hydride to a metal-

bound imine substrate via TS-14c,d. Protonation of the resulting amido group and release of the 

amine product regenerates 14. This report represents an elegant example where the metal and the 

ligand cooperate in sequential hydride generation and substrate reduction processes. This group later 

on reported another catalytic imine TH rhodium catalyst incorporated with a benzo[d]imidazoline 

(BIH) moiety,38 which is among the most powerful organic hydride donors.39 A similar ligand 

cooperative pathway of the BIH group as in Scheme 9 was proposed for the reaction, and DFT 

calculations suggested that this pathway is more favorable than a classical imine reduction route 

directly mediated by a Rh-hydride species which was initially speculated to be also feasible. However, 

metal-to-ligand hydride transfer was not observed spectroscopically for the rhodium complex, but 

only for the catalytically inactive iridium complex.  

These biomimetic ligands are highly interesting and potentially efficient candidates for transition 

metal catalyst development. It should be noted that an important feature of these biomimetic ligands 

in the catalytic cycle is that the organic hydrides are indirectly generated, instead of being formed by 

direct hydride transfer from a substrate, and thus the design of this type of TM catalysts may require 

judicious  integration of the ligand incorporated with other functional groups or structural factors to 
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allow for efficient hydride generation and delivery. For example, the imine TH reaction shown in 

Scheme 9 is very sensitive to  structural alteration of the catalyst, as an isomer of 14 with the HE group 

being substituted at the meta-position to the imine on the phenyl ring showed extremely poor 

catalytic activity. The observation of metal-to-ligand hydride transfer for the iridium-BIH complex, but 

not for the rhodium complex suggests that this reaction-step is quite sensitive to the choice of the 

metal. 

 

Scheme 9. Proposed mechanism of catalytic TH of imines with complex 14. 

 

1.2.3.2 Hydride-shuttling ligands based on more conventional ligand-scaffolds 

For complexes allowing ligand-based hydride shuttling based on more conventional ligands, a 

representative example is the nickel(0)-borane complex 12 reported by the group of Peters in 2012. 

The complex was found to readily split H2 under mild conditions, producing the trans-borohydrido-

hydrido nickel(II) complex 12a (Scheme 10, Left).40a This is the first report of H–H -bond activation by 

a first-row transition metal complex and the first mononuclear nickel dihydride complex formed by 

“oxidative addition” of H2. DFT calculations show that the H–H cleavage is best described to occur via a 

rather uncommon pathway involving cooperation of the nickel center and the borane ligand, in which 

the boron interacts with the “hydride” and the nickel interacts with the “proton” (Scheme 10, right). 

This mechanism contrasts with classical “oxidative addition” followed by ligand rearrangement.40b,d 

The proposed cooperative mechanism is supported by electron population analysis of the molecular 

orbitals (MO) in the computed transition state for the H–H bond splitting step, which shows that 

charge transfer (CT) from the -bonding MO of H2 to the LUMO of the Ni–B moiety (0.683 e) is 

remarkably larger than that from the occupied 22 yx
d


orbital of the nickel center to the *-

antibonding MO of H2 (0.284 e). Complex 12 is also capable of activating Si–H bonds of silanes and 
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shows high catalytic activity for hydrogenation of alkenes and hydrosilylation of benzaldehydes.40c 

However, the activity of the complex towards Y–H activation is sensitive to ligand modification, as a 

drastic drop in activity was observed for a complex with the mesityl in 12 replaced by a phenyl group. 

The borohydride is proposed to add to the substrate via metal-mediated reductive elimination in the 

catalytic substrate reduction process, instead of a direct hydride transfer step. 

Imines ligands have also been reported to be hydride acceptors. Morris and coworkers showed that 

direct hydride transfer from isopropanol solvent to an imine side arm of the ligand is key in activating 

the precatalysts (analogues of 6).41 Even though these processes are usually reversible, this type of 

ligand behavior has never been reported as an active in-cycle catalytic function mode for TH-type 

catalysis, probably due to their (relatively) slow turnover in these systems..  

TM complexes with conventional hydride-relay ligands are thus far widely underdeveloped. Actually, 

conventional ligands have an advantage over biomimetic ligands for practical use as they are generally 

much easier to synthesize. Studies of current existing examples imply that improvement of the hydride 

donating activity of these ligands by rational design is a promising research field. 

 

 

Scheme 10. Left: H2 and silane Si–H activation by 12; Right: Rough representative electronic interaction for the 

uncommon H2 hetero-splitting mediated by 12. 

 

1.3 Ligand behavior of sec-pyridin-2-ylmethanamine-based rhodium/iridium complexes: biomimetic 

hydride relay? 

Transition metal complexes based on secondary pyridin-2-ylmethanamine (s-pma) ligand are applied 

in numerous catalytic reactions.42 The behavior of the ligand in these complexes is interesting, 

especially after deprotonation of the ligand. One of the most common subsequent transformations is 

oxidative formation of the corresponding imines with net loss of a hydride (or one proton and two 

electrons).43 These processes can generally be classified into two pathways (Scheme 11). In pathway I, 

a metal hydride intermediate is generated by β-hydride elimination from the alpha-position of the 

amido intermediate. In pathway II, double deprotonation is followed by electron transfer, but the 

pattern of hydride or electron loss depends strongly on the structure of the ligand, the metal and the 

oxidation method.44 
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Scheme 11. Two generalized proposed pathways for imine formation via metal-amido complexes (for Path II, 

only one of the sequential proton and electron loss routes is shown). 

 

Rhodium(cod) (cod = cycloocta-1,5-diene) complexes based on s-pma ligands have been shown to 

undergo spontaneous one-proton and two-electron loss upon the NH deprotonation to form hetero-

valent RhI(cod)(s-pma-imine)Rh–I(cod) complexes via a disproportionation process,45 with the s-pma 

ligand being oxidized to an imine (Scheme 12, the bpa complex 13 is shown as the example, bpa = 

bis(pyridin-2-ylmethyl)amine).45b The rhodium center has acted as the two-electron oxidizing agent 

(resulting in reduction of RhI to Rh–I) while one amido bpa ligand in 13a acts as the base. The fast 

oxidation process observed for the bpa-derived amido ligand in 13a may be related to a strong 

reducing ability of this ligand, which may be associated with a good hydride donating ability of this 

type of ligands when complexed to rhodium. This is further investigated in Chapter 3 of this Thesis. 

 

Scheme 12. Spontaneous oxidation of the bpa ligand of complex 13 to form imine complexes upon NH 

deprotonation. 

 

1.4 Catalytic ketene formation from carbenes 

Part of this Thesis deals with catalytic ketene formation (Chapter 5). Ketenes are very reactive 

molecules adapting a hetero-cumulene type structure and they are versatile intermediates for 

synthesis of a wide range of chemically important compounds, such as esters, amides, β-lactams, 

etcetera.46 Conventional methods for ketene synthesis include thermolysis of ketene dimers,47 Wolff 

rearrangement of -keto-diazo compounds48 or dehydrohalogenation of acyl halide precursors 
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(Scheme 13).49 These methods generally have limitations, such as a narrow substrate scope, strictly 

controlled conditions and generation of detrimental side-products.  

 

 

Scheme 13. Conventional methods for ketene synthesis. 

 

Ketene formation from metal-mediated carbonylation of carbenes is a reaction known for more than a 

hundred years,50 and is a promising and potentially mild alternative synthetic pathway to ketenes 

offering a wide substrate scope. However, most of the reported examples are stoichiometric reactions 

that generally require harsh reactions conditions, hampering productive ketene synthesis.51 A few 

catalytic examples have been reported recently using cobalt and palladium complexes as the catalysts, 

where ketenes are generated from diazo compounds as precursors for synthesis of esters, amides and 

β-lactams (Scheme 14).52 However, none of the current metal catalysts can promote ketene formation 

from carbene precursors while also catalyzing follow-up coupling reactions in an enantioselective 

manner, which is especially important for production of biologically and pharmaceutically relevant 

compounds.53 Development of a single metal catalyst that can perform these dual tasks (ketene 

formation and catalyzing the subsequent coupling step of the ketene with various nucleophiles or 

imines) is highly desirable, offering improved synthetic efficiency and simplified procedures. Progress 

in this field is described in Chapter 5 of this Thesis. 

 

Scheme 14. Amide, ester and β-lactam synthesis involving catalytic in situ ketene generation by carbonylation of 

diazo compounds and subsequent trapping of the ketene with a nucleophile or imine. 
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1.5 Rhodium-catalyzed hydroformylation 

The last chapter of this Thesis deals with rhodium catalyzed hydroformylation reactions (Chapter 6). 

Hydroformylation is an atom-economic reaction, with the addition of a hydrogen atom (“hydro”) and a 

formyl group across the C=C double bond of an olefin using syngas (a mixture of CO and H2) (Scheme 

15).54 It is the largest industrially-performed homogeneous catalytic reaction, with an annual 

worldwide production capacity of 6 megatonnes. The aldehyde products formed form this process are 

important intermediates for synthesis of various chemicals. While many transition metals (e.g. Pd, Ru, 

Ir)55 are known to catalyze hydroformylation, cobalt56 and rhodium57 catalysts are the most commonly 

used ones, with the latter generally being preferred as they tend to give higher selectivity and function 

under milder conditions.  

 

Scheme 15. General scheme of the catalytic hydroformylation of an alkene. 

 

The ligands supporting the metal catalysts for hydroformylation strongly influence the reaction 

outcome. Monodentate phosphine ligands were initially found to greatly improve catalytic activity and 

selectivity. Basic parameters, such as the “cone angle” 
58 and the χ-parameter59 for the measure of 

steric and electronic properties of the ligands have been developed to aid rational ligand design for 

catalyst development. Introduction of bidentate phosphorus ligands represents a breakthrough for 

this reaction, especially the hybrid bidentate ligands. Rhodium complexes based on this type of ligands 

show exceptionally high activity and selectivity for (asymmetric) hydroformylation catalysis.60 The high 

selectivities are believed to originate from the preference of these complexes to adopt certain 

coordination geometries (Figure 3), which are highly dependent on the steric and electronic features 

of the ligands. Bidentate ligands with bite angles of about 90˚ tend to favor the equatorial-apical (ea) 

coordination-mode, while ligands with natural bite angles of ~120° tend to favor the equatorial-

equatorial (ee) coordination-mode. The Xantphos ligand of van Leeuwen is an example of a wide bite 

angle ligand leading to ee coordinations, and ligands with such wide bite angles typically also tend to 

result in a higher linear/branched ratio of the aldehyde products obtained in the catalytic reactions.61 

 

 

Figure 3. Representative coordination modes of bidentate phosphorus ligands in a typical hydroformylation 

rhodium catalyst (only one stereoisomer for each mode is shown for a hybrid ligand). 
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Cooperative ligands,5 which promote reactions by directly participating in the reaction, are found in 

various applications of homogeneous catalysis, especially related to H2 splitting and transfer 

hydrogenation reactions. Introduction of metal-ligand cooperating catalyst systems to 

hydrofomylation is expected to offer new reaction patterns to classic hydroformylation mechanisms. 

However, these systems are rarely applied in hydroformylation catalysis. One example involves 

hydroformylation catalyzed by Rh complexes based on phosphinourea ligands.62 DFT studied 

suggested that a ligand-assisted reductive elimination step is lower in energy than the direct metal-

based elimination process.  Another example was reported with iridium/rhodium-PC(sp3)P complexes 

14/15 featuring an appended alkoxido ligand as a cooperating internal base for H2 splitting (Scheme 

16).63 In the proposed mechanism, the reaction starts with H2 splitting by 14 to form an iridium 

hydride species 14a, followed by alkene insertion to give an alkyl intermediate 14b. Subsequent CO 

coordination and insertion into the M-alkyl bond affords acyl species 14b, which undergoes 

intramolecular protonation by the appended alkoxyl group to form the aldehyde product with 

regeneration of 14. The ligand cooperativity in the catalysis was confirmed by isotope labelling 

experiments. These two catalysts showed moderate activity and linear-to-branched (l/b) 

regioselectivity, with alkene hydrogenation and isomerization as observable side-reactions for certain 

substrates or under certain conditions. Catalyst modifications are needed to improve the overall 

efficiency. Nonetheless, the idea to incorporate cooperative ligands in hydroformation catalysis seems 

a worthwhile effort, and Chapter 6 of this thesis builds on this idea. 

 

 

Scheme 16. Proposed mechanism for hydroformylation catalyzed by complexes 14 and 15 (only that of 14 is 

shown) involving metal-ligand cooperativity in H2 splitting. 
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 1.6 Outline of this thesis 

As is evident from the above introduction, cooperative ligand effects of transition metal complexes 

have a profound impact on the reaction outcome of catalytic reactions, and development of (new) 

cooperative metal-ligand systems is a hot topic in current catalysis research. Among the ligand 

cooperativities introduced, conventional ligands with hydride-accepting/delivering activities are thus 

far widely underexplored. The initial aim of the research described in this thesis was to develop such 

kind of metal-ligand cooperative systems for (de)hydrogenation related catalysis and beyond.  

In Chapter 2, the ligand behavior of N-methyl-1-(pyridin-2-yl)methanamine (pma)-based iridium and 

rhodium complexes upon deprotonation and oxidation was studied. NMR and X-ray single crystal 

structure determination were used to elucidate the unique geometric arrangement between the 

metal and the ligand. 

In Chapter 3, the catalytic activity of an iridium-pma complexes in a series of transfer 

hydrogenation–related reactions, such as α-alkylation of ketones with alcohols, was studied. An 

unusual mechanism involving ligand-assisted hydride transfer was proposed and examined both 

experimentally and computationally. 

In Chapter 4, the new ligand cooperativity of pma-type ligands revealed by the studies described in 

Chapter 2 and 3 was combined with the well-established “proton responsive” reactivity of 

2-(phosphinomethyl)pyridine type ligands to construct a new PNN ligand scaffold, which bears both a 

nucleophilic and an electrophilic arm. Rhodium carbonyl complexes bearing this ligand-type were 

prepared, and their ligand-centered reactivity was investigated focusing on the two complementary 

cooperative effects of the ligand. The unique “Janus-type” behavior of the new PNN ligand was 

demonstrated in reactions involving a sulfonamide as the substrate. 

In Chapter 5, the catalytic activity of a series of rhodium-PNN carbonyl complexes (related to those 

described in Chapter 4) was examined for the synthesis of ketenes and ketene imines from carbene 

precursors. The mechanism was further investigated with DFT calculations. 

In Chapter 6, the catalytic hydroformylation activity of some rhodium-PNN carbonyl complexes 

(related to those described in Chapter 4) was studied, again focusing on the potential cooperative 

effect of the new PNN ligand-type. The nature of a potential active species was studied with NMR and 

IR spectroscopy. 
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